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LINEARIZED STABILITY OF EXTREME SHOCK PROFILES

IN SYSTEMS OF CONSERVATION LAWS WITH VISCOSITY1

BY

ROBERT L. PEGO2

Abstract. For a genuinely nonlinear hyperbolic system of conservation laws with

added artificial viscosity, u, + f(u)x = euxx, we prove that traveling wave profiles

for small amplitude extreme shocks (the slowest and fastest) are linearly stable to

perturbations in initial data chosen from certain spaces with weighted norm; i.e., we

show that the spectrum of the linearized equation lies strictly in the left-half plane,

except for a simple eigenvalue at the origin (due to phase translations of the profile).

The weight ecx is used in components transverse to the profile, where, for an extreme

shock, the linearized equation is dominated by unidirectional convection.

1. Introduction. In this paper we demonstrate the stability, in a linearized sense, of

viscous shock profiles for small amplitude extreme shock waves of a hyperbolic

system of conservation laws,

(1.1) u, + f(u)x = 0,       uERm.

The shock profiles are traveling wave solutions of an associated parabolic system

obtained by adding "artificial viscosity",

(1-2) u,+f(u)x = ¡iuxx.

For /x > 0 fixed, we exhibit a class of perturbations, determined by a weighted norm,

with respect to which the profiles satisfy a linearized stability criterion put forth by

Sattinger(1976).

We assume that the system (1.1) is strictly hyperbolic, so that the matrix df(u) has

m distinct real eigenvalues

a,(")< -~<\m(u),

with corresponding right and left eigenvectors rk(u), lk(u) for k = 1 to m, with

/, • r = 8,j. A fc-shock for the system (1.1) is a two-valued weak solution

[u,,   x<st,
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432 R. L. PEGO

where uL and uR must satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions

and the strict entropy inequalities

Here Xk(u) is assumed to be genuinely nonlinear, that is vXk ■ rk(u) ¥= 0. We

normalize rk so that vXk • rk(u) = 1. With uÄ fixed, a one parameter family of

A>shocks exists, with uL = ük(e) and s = Xk(uR) + ¿e for e > 0 small, satisfying

ük(0) = uR,        ^(0) = rk(uR).

An elegant proof of this fact may be found in Conlon (1980). Also see Lax (1957).

A viscous shock profile for a given /c-shock (1.3) is a smooth traveling wave

solution <j>((x - st)/p) of the system (1.2) such that </>(£) -» uLas£ -* -oo,<#>(|) -» «^

as £ -» +00. The profile <i>(£) is a solution of a system of ODE's,

*«=/(*) -/("«) -¿(*-«r).

joining the two rest point wÄ and uL. In the present situation, Foy (1964) proved that

shock profiles <#>(£; e) exist for small amplitude ^-shocks (with s = Xk(uR) + ¿e).

His proof gives an asymptotic description of the profile as e -» 0, showing that to

second order in e, the profile matches a properly scaled hyperbolic tangent profile

for the scalar Burgers' equation, u, + uux = uxx, along the eigenvector rk(uR).

We are concerned with the asymptotic stability of the solution <$>((x — st)/p; e) to

perturbations in the initial data for a fixed p > 0. Introduce the traveling coordinate

| = (x — st)/p and scale t by t' = t/p. Then (1.2) becomes

(1.4) u, = u((- (df(u) - s)u(.

The profile <£(£; e) is a stationary solution of this equation. But so is </>(£ + y; e) for

any phase shift y. The best sort of stability one can expect in this situation is

so-called orbital asymptotic stability, which means that initial data of the form

m(|, 0) = <i>(£) + m0(£) yield decay of the form

ui£, t) -<t>U + y) -»O,   así-^oo

for some phase shift y, if u0 is small.

The approach we follow is to examine the linearized stability of the profile 4>.

Writing w(¿, t) = <£(£) + r(£, t), the perturbation v satisfies a nonlinear evolution

equation

(1.5) t>, = £(t>).

Linearizing this equation at t; = 0 (taking a formal Gâteaux derivative) we get

(1.6) v, = t'v = vH - ((<//(*) - s)v)e - {d2f(<i>)<l>c)v.

Typically, if one can show that the spectrum of £' is contained strictly in the left-half

plane, so solutions of the linearized equation decay exponentially, then one can show

that small solutions of the nonlinear equation also decay exponentially.
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However, because the phase of the profile <¡> can be shifted an arbitrary amount,

the derivative <j>( is a null function for £', so 0 is in the spectrum of £'. This situation

is typical for traveling waves in general, which arise in many contexts (e.g., nerve

impulses, traveling fronts for reaction-diffusion systems). In a broad setting, Sat-

tinger (1976) showed nevertheless that if 0 is a simple eigenvalue of £', and if the rest

of the spectrum of £' on a suitable function space is contained strictly in the left-half

plane, then indeed one obtains orbital asymptotic stability for the traveling wave <¡>

with exponential adjustment. Actually, he required in addition that the resolvent

(X — £')"' satisfy a certain asymptotic estimate. In our Appendix we show that this

estimate is automatically valid for the systems he considers.

An important feature of Sattinger's analysis is the use of spatially weighted norms

for function spaces to "push" the essential spectrum (the spectrum aside from

isolated points of finite multiplicity) of £' to the left. It may be verified, in fact, that

the essential spectrum of our £' from (1.6) on unweighted Lp spaces includes the

origin (see the treatment of the essential spectrum in Henry (1981), appendix to

Chapter 5). Our main result is to exhibit, for e sufficiently small and k = 1 or m, a

weighted space on which £' satisfies Sattinger's linearized stability criteria. Unfor-

tunately, our result does not immediately yield nonlinear stability by Sattinger's

theorem, for our weight fails to satisfy two of Sattinger's hypotheses. In particular,

(a) the weight is not a scalar function, and (b) it is not bounded below in some

components, so the nonlinear terms in (1.5) may fail to be continuous on the

weighted space. (In a supplement, we describe the spectrum on unweighted spaces.)

Our main result only applies to the extreme shock profiles, for which k = 1 or m.

Our approach is to try to decouple, to second order in e, the part of the linearized

equation (1.6) along rk(uR) from the components along r-(uR), j ¥= k. Because of

Foy's result, the part along rk consists mainly of Burgers' equation linearized about

its scalar profile (1 — tanh^x). For that equation the weight (cosh^x) is standard.

The components along r for j ¥= k are dominated as e -» 0 by convective terms

-iXj — Xk)v¿. For an extreme shock these terms convect in the same direction. Then

these components may all be weighted the same to achieve exponential decay, which

improves as e -» 0 and permits the elimination of nonvanishing "cross-terms"

coupling the rk and r] components together.

Let us now state our main result for 1-shock profiles (w-shock profiles may be

treated by space reversal, x -» -x). By a linear change of coordinates, we may

assume

dfiuR) = diagiXxiuR),...,XmiuR)).

We introduce the following spaces of functions with weighted norms. For c > 0,

1 < p < oo, define

(L')™ = (w:R -> Rm|«'coshcx E L", uJe'cx E L", j = 2,...,m)

with norm

||u||     =max{||M1coshcx||¿í,,||M^-«||L,,7 = 2,...,w}.
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Define (Cu)™ and || H^ c similarly, where Cu is the space of bounded uniformly

continuous functions on R under the sup norm.

Theorem 1.1. Fix uR E Rm and suppose A,(w) is genuinely nonlinear. Consider the

linearized equation (1.6), v, = t'v, for the evolution of perturbations of the l-shock

profile <>(£; e)- Fix c, 0 < c < ¿. Then there exists ß, 0 < /? < c(l —c) swc« í/iaí ife is

sufficiently small, the spectrum of £' on 0«}» of the spaces iLp)™c/2, 1 < p < oo, or

(CH)™/2> consists of a simple isolated eigenvalue at the origin and a part which lies in a

sector strictly contained in the left-half plane,

Sa{-Wß) = (a £ C|Re(A + U2ß) < -(cosa) |A + \e2ß\},

where a depends on e, 0 < a < m/2.

2. Scaling and transformation. The first steps in our proof will be: (a) to scale the

variables with e, using Foy's result on the asymptotic shape of the profile </>(£; e) as

e -» 0, so that the part of (1.6) corresponding to the linearized Burgers' equation

appears invariant of e as e -* 0; (b) to transform the scaled equation by introducing

appropriate weight functions. Theorem 1.1 will thereby be reduced to an equivalent

statement (Theorem 2.1) concerned with the spectrum of the scaled and transformed

operator on an unweighted space.

Without loss of generality, assume that uR = 0=fiuR). Let us recall Foy's

asymptotic description of the l-shock profile: For e > 0 sufficiently small,

«Kfc e) = *«*(&; e)

where \pix; e) has the form

tix; e) = 4>B(x)rxi0) + eÇ(x; e),

where <l>B(x) = 1 - tanh^x and supx|f(x; e)|< C independent of e. (This estimate

may be read out of Foy's proof with a little care.)

Consider the terms in (1.6). By Taylor's theorem,

df(*(t)) = df(0) + d2f(0)<i>(e) + RU)<l>2U),

d2f(<!>tt))<t>t = d2f(0)^ + S(0*(f )*{(0,

where

R(i) = f(\ - r)rf3/(r*(0) dt,      S(t) = Cd*f(m)) dt.

Ri£) and 5(£) are bounded in |, and for each £ represent a trilinear map taking a

vector triple to a vector. The equality

(R4>2)( = S<H>(

holds, where each side is a matrix.

Let us now introduce the following scaled variables (which, despite appearances,

have nothing to do with the original ones).

x = ie£,       t' = \e2t,       {eu = v.
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Then

o, -ux,

^■+diMx) + l*ñ{x/b)itx)1

so ( 1.6) becomes

(2.1) u, = I'U = uxx

-[d2fM*) + i-eS(x/±e)t(x)4,x(x)]u.

Here the derivatives df and d2f are evaluated at 0 (= uR). Define the following

matrix-valued functions:

R(x) = d2ß(x) + {R(x/{e)^(xf,

S(x) = d2ßx(x) + hS(x/ie)^(x)^x(x).

Note that Rx = S, and R(x; e), S(x; e) are uniformly bounded independent of e. We

also define the matrix A = (a'j) by

A = d2f(0)rx(0),    soa) = lr d2f(r,,/)).

It is true that a\ = vA, • rx(0) = 1 (see Lax, 1957). Now (2.1) may be written in a

slightly more coherent form:

(2.2) t'u = uxx-[(df-s)/±e + <pB(x)A + eR(x)]ux-[<¡>Bx(x)A + eRx(x)]u.

Observe that df— s = diag((A, — s), i = l,...,m) and that (A, — s)/ {e = -1 by

definition. Let us write (2.2) in a convenient block form. Write

«=(".'),   where« = (u2,...,um)'.

Relative to this decomposition, also write

df-
e/2

-1 0

0      K/{e
A =

a.

Ä
R(x)

R\    R\

R,      R

where A is a diagonal matrix with positive entries X2 — s,...,XK

In block form, then, (2.2) is written

5.

(2.3) Kí) (-;)•
Ü    Mx

M      L

where the matrix entries are operators defined by

Lxux = LBux - e[R\ux]x, Mxü = -[{<t>Ba\ +eRx.)ü]x,

Mux = -[(/a, + eRx )ux]x,       Lü = LTü-[(<pBÄ + eÄ)ü]x,

and the dominant operators LB and LT are defined by

LBux = uxxx + (1 - 4>B(x))uxx - tfixW,       LTÜ = üxx -(A/\e)üx.

This completes the appropriate scaling of the variables as e -» 0. The operator LB

is the operator that would be obtained by linearizing Burgers' equation ut + uux =

uxx about the traveling wave solution <j>B(x — t) in traveling coordinates. It is well
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known (Peletier, 1971; Sattinger, 1976) that considered on a weighted function space

with weight w(x) = cosh \x, the operator LB satisfies the linearized stability criteria

we are concerned with. (Briefly, the idea is that consideration of LB on the weighted

space is equivalent to consideration of the transformed operator wLBw~x on an

unweighted space.) Roughly, what we would like to show, using arguments from

perturbation theory for linear operators, is that LB "dominates" the first component

of £' and the other components only "contribute" spectrum strictly in the left-half

plane.

Two observations are of primary importance. First, in general a\ ¥= 0, so the first

component of £' apparently cannot be considered a "small" perturbation of LB.

Second, observe that each component of the diagonal operator LT consists of just the

Laplacian plus a translational term. The time evolution for this operator yields, in

each component, solutions of the heat equation in a frame moving at constant

velocity. No weight which is bounded below can yield exponential decay rates for

such solutions (which are necessary if the spectrum of LT is to lie strictly in the

left-half plane), for they decay to zero only algebraically in sup norm. However, in

each component the solutions are being transported in the same direction at

increasingly high velocity as £ -» 0 (since we are considering an extreme shock). Thus

one may expect that if we use a weight ecx decaying in the direction of translation,

we would obtain exponential decay for solutions of ü, = LTü at a rate which

improves as e -> 0. This should mean that the spectrum of LT moves further to the

left as e -* 0, so that for A fixed, one expects the resolvent (X — LT)'X to decay in

norm as e -* 0. Then the resolvent equation (A — t')u = f might be solved as if it

were diagonally dominant, regardless of the coupling terms.

The discussion above completely describes our procedure, and motivates the

following transformation: Fix c > 0, and in the block form used above, define the

matrix weight

Wc(x)
cosh ex       0

0 e'c

Introduce the new dependent variable z = Wcu. Then the equation u, = t'u is

transformed into

(2.4) z, = l'cz = rVct'rVc'xz
wcLxwcx      wcMxecx

e'cxMw:x     e'cxLecx

where wc(x) = cosh ex.

In this way, consideration of the spectrum of the original £' on the space (Lp)™c/2

is equivalent to consideration of the spectrum of t'c on the unweighted space (Lp)™,

except for a scaling factor. To verify the scaling, consider the following equivalent

formulations of the resolvent equation:

(X-t'c)z=f(x)    m(L")ô-

Set z = Wcu,f= Wcg, and multiply by Wc~x to obtain

(\-l')u = g(x)   in(L')r-
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Now set t>(£) = %eu(%ej;). To verify the scaling, compute formally

Z'v(S) = v,= ju,= jfru(x).

So, multiplying by e3/8, we obtain

(ie2A- t')v = hU)   iniL»)Z/2,

since Wci\e£)hi£) E iLp)%. Therefore, A is in the resolvent set of l'c on (Lp)o if

and only if ^e2A is in the resolvent set of £' on iLpy/c/2. Hence Theorem 1.1 is

equivalent to

Theorem 2.1. Fix c, 0 < c < {. Then there exists ß, 0 < ß < cil — c), such that if

e is sufficiently small, then the spectrum of£'coniLp)™, 1 < p < oo, or (C„)q , consists

of a simple isolated eigenvalue at the origin and a part which lies in the sector

Sai~ß) = {A G C| Re(A + ß)< -(cosa) | A + j8|}

strictly contained in the left half plane, where a may depend on e, with 0 < a < it/2.

The proof of this theorem has three main parts.

(1) Resolvent estimates for the operators wcLBw~x and e~cxLTecx.

(2) Verification that the first-order operator wcMxecx has uniformly bounded

coefficients. It suffices to show that

sup | ipix; e)e2cx |< C   independent of e.
X

This yields the strict requirement c < {.

(3) Solution of the resolvent equation for £'c by block Gaussian elimination.

In the next two sections we treat (1). The estimate for LT, improving as e -» 0, is

the key to the success of (3). Since LT is diagonal, it suffices to treat a scalar operator

uxx — 2pux, as p -» oo. Our discussion of LB parallels Sattinger's treatment (1976)

of the general scalar equation. The argument for (2) in §5 consists of observing that

the exponential decay obtained in a standard proof of the stable manifold theorem

holds independent of e as e -> 0. (^(x; e) is a solution of an ODE lying in the stable

manifold of the point 0.)

3. Weighted resolvent estimates for uxx — 2pux as p -» oo. We consider the scalar

differential operator

L0u = uxx - 2nux

and define

Lcu = e~cxL0ecxu = uxx — (2/i — 2^1^ — (2/xc — c2)u.

Observe that L^u = uxx — p2u is formally selfadjoint. We are concerned with the

situation p > c > 0, c fixed, p large. We seek norm estimates, improving as jti -> oo,

for the operators (A — Lc)~x and id/dx)(X — Lc)'x on Lp and C„, uniform for A in

a fixed sector of C.

The following result suffices for our purposes. We define

Saiß) = {A G C|Re(A - ß) >-icosa)\X -ß\),

the sector with vertex ß E R and angle opening 2i<n — a.) to the right.
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Proposition 3.1. Fix ß G R and c > 0. For any S > 0, if p is sufficiently large,

there exists a < tt/2 positive, depending on [i, so that

sup (¿)V-y-<ô
for j = 0 and 1. The norm is the operator norm on Lp ior Cu).

This proposition follows from estimates on the Green's function for A — Lc, which

is obtained by transforming through L^. The resolvent equation for Lc is (A — Lc)u

= f. Now

(A - Lc) = e^x(X - L„y<-*>*,

so

(A - L^e^-^u = e^'^f.

We therefore obtain the solution formula,

(A - LcyXf(x) = ^fj-^-^-^x-^fiy)dy,

where y(A) = yp2 + X, Re y s= 0. Thus we define

Kjis,X) = e-^+^c)5/2y,

so (A-Lf)-'/= Ki[-,X)*f. When ReY>|U-c, Kli-,X)ELX and it may be

verified that the solution formula yields a bounded inverse for X — Lc on Lp,

1 < p < oo, on the domain

öD(Lc) = {/ G Lp \f is absolutely continuous,/', /" G Lp)

(similarly for Cu). We omit the details, since a similar verification is carried out in

the next section for the operator wcLBw~x. We also find that

¿(x-it)-7M = ¿ (-y + p - c) r e(-T+'-cXj,-'>/(jO dy
•'-oo

+ (y + H- c)fXe(y+,l-c)(x-y)f(y) dy

So defining

dK(s,X)

J_
2y

J_
2y

(-Y + M - c)e(-1,+"-c)s,     iîs>0,

(y + li-c)e(y+'l-c)s,        iîs<0,

we have

(X-Lc)'lf=dK(-,X)*f.
dx\-       -c,    J „v

Using Young's inequality, ||A * /||L, < l|A^||¿i||/||¿í,, we find

1 1
Í*-Lcyl\\<

2|y|\ReY-(ix-c)       Rey + (p-c)
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and

dx (X-Lc)
-i (p-c) \y + (p-c)\

2\y\\Rey-(p-c)       Rey + (p-c)j'

Proposition 3.2. Let y = ]¡p2 + X for X E C. Then if /x > 2c, a < m/2 may be

chosen so that

(1)|Y - (ju - c)\/(Rey- (jtt - c)) < 3,/¡¡A, ifX E Sa(-^c),

(2) \y - («x - c)\> c/4, ifX E Sa(-,xc),

(3) |y + (p - c) |/(Re y + (p - c)) < tan ¿(w - a) < 2, /or A G 5a(-u2)-

These estimates yield, for ft > c, X E Sa(-¡ic),

¿(X-W
-i

2|jtt2 + A|1/2
(3/ÍA+2),

vl,<2¡?Txfví(T^ + í;2 + A|'/2/'

Proposition 3.1 follows, for |/x2 + A|s* (/9 + ju,2)sina if A G Sa(ß), so the bounds

above tend to zero uniformly for A G Sa( ß ) as ¡i -» 00 at the rate jtt"1/2.

Figure 1. Action of the map A -* )Jp2 + X

Proof of Proposition 3.2. Figure 1 gives a "before and after" view of the

complex plane under the map A -» y/x2 + A. Part (3) of the proposition becomes

obvious, and parts (1) and (2) are implied by the estimates

(a) sec 0 < 3v/x/c    and   (b) fi > (p - c) + c/4.
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Calculation of fi. Define

fr =     min    Rey/x  + A .
\esa(-cp)

We introduce some notation. Set ß = p2 — cp, z = -cos a + i sin a, k = cos a, and

í = sin a. For / > 0, A = -pc + tz lies on the boundary of Sa(-cp) and y = yjti2. + A.

= yjß + tz. We minimize Rey(i) = Re^ß + tz with respect to t. Now (Rey)2

= {iß - Kt + n(t)), where n(t) =\ß + tz \. One calculates

,/ \       t - ßx
n{t)=\ß+-tz-\-

Then

[(Rey)2]' = 2(Rey)(Rey)' ={(-«+ ^^) = 0,

only when | ß + tz \ k = t — ßn, or

K2(yß2 - 2ßKt + t2) = t2- 2ßKt + ß2K2,

or,  since we seek t ¥=0, t(l — k2) = 2í9k(1 — k2).  Therefore, t = 2/k, whence

(jû)2 = ßs2, so

fr = sin ay jn2 — c/x.

Now ß = (p — c)2 + c(n — c). If n/c > 2, then c/(\i — c) < 1, and we have

^>(u-c)(l + (y,2 -l)í¡47)>(/x-c) + |.

Hence we may choose a < m/2 depending on p so that

(sina)(p — c + c/3) > (¡x — c + c/4).

Thus fr > (p — c) + c/4.
Estimate of sec 6. Define 6 by

lY-(fj-c)!
sec 0 =     max    --,-r.

xe5„(-cM) Rey - (ix - c)

Claim. If a = 7r/2, then sec2 6 = n/c + 1. Define

h(t) =\y{t) - {p-c)\=\ißTü - (m-c)| ,       g(t) = Rey(i) - (xx - c),

where ß = p2 — cp as above. We proceed to maximize h2it)/g2it) with respect to t.

This quantity is a maximum when g2(/i2)' = h2ig2)'. We calculate (with n(t) =

\ß + ti\):

h\t) =\ß + ti\ -2(p - c)Rey + (p - c)2,

g2it) = {iß + nit)) - 2(u - c)Re y + (p - c)2,

(Rey)2' = 2Rey(Rey)' = {n'(t),

(h2)' = n'(t) - 2(/x - c)«'(0/4Rey,

(g2)' = M0-2(/x-c)«'(0/4Rey.
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Thus h2/g2 is critical when

g2(2Re y-ip-c))= h2(Re y-(p-c)) = h2g,

or

gRey = h2 - g2.

Thus

(Rey)2-(.x-c)Rey=;K«(0-/3)>

or

{(ß + n(t))-(ii-c)Rey = {in(t)-ß),

so ß = (n — c)Re y. Therefore, jtx = Re y at the critical point t. Squaring, we have

/x2 = {(ß + n(t)), n(t) = 2/x2 - ß. Squaring again, ß2 + t2 = 4jti4 - 4/x2/? + ß2, so

t2 = 4/x2(ix2 — ß) = 4/x2(juc). Therefore, the only positive critical point for h2/g2 is

t = 2\iffr~c . We calculate the value of h2/g2 at this point.

n(lp.Jpc) = y^2 + 4/x3c = //i2[(> - cf + 4pc]  = /x(ix + c).

Since Re y(2¡xJfrx) = ¡i, we have

_ _/x(tt + c) - 2(tt - c)p + (ix - c)2

„2
,=2^      (p(p - c) + p(p + c))/2 - 2(p - c)ji + (p- c)2

_ cp + c2 _ p + 1

c2 c

At t = 0, h2/g2 = 1, and for large t, h2/g2 < 2. Therefore, the maximum value of

h2/g2 is p/c + 1, establishing our claim for a = m/2.

To complete estimate (a) for sec 6, fix p, and observe that h2/g2(t, a), properly

defined, is continuous in both variables so long as 77-/2 — a is so small that g > c/4.

Therefore, if tr/2 — a is sufficiently small (depending on ix), then

max /i2(i,a)/g2s£9iz/c,
0«sz«Soo

establishing (1) of Proposition 3.2.

4. The resolvent set for LBu = uxx + (tanh {x)ux + (^sech2 {x)u. In this section

we discuss the resolvent of LB on the weighted spaces (Lp)\ and (Cu)\ with weight

wc(x) = cosh ex. Equivalently, we study the operator LB = wcLBw~x on the spaces

Lp, 1 <p< oo, and Cu. LB may be obtained by linearizing Burgers' equation

ut + uux = uxx about the traveling wave solution <£(x) = 1 — tanh^£ in traveling

coordinates. Our present analysis may be considered an extension of that of

Sattinger (1976), whose results apply to the formally selfadjoint operator LB/2. Our

result is that if 0 < c < {, the spectrum of LB on the spaces Lp and Cu consists of a

simple eigenvalue at the origin, a discrete set of eigenvalues in the interval (- ^,0),

and a part contained in the parabolic region

(x6cii.x«^i-.)-(j=m
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Because of the next section, our results for c strictly less than { are required in the

last section. In conjunction with Sattinger's treatment of nonlinear stability, these

results imply that the traveling wave solution of Burgers' equation is stable to

sufficiently small perturbations which decay exponentially as |x|-> oo, no matter

what the rate. A similar result might be obtained for other types of scalar equations

that Sattinger considers. For scalar conservation laws with viscosity however, a more

general result may be found in Il'in and Oleinik (1960).

Our proof uses the transformation to the self adjoint form LB/2 to carry informa-

tion about that well-studied operator (its Green's function, the location and multi-

plicity of its eigenvalues) over to analyze the nonselfadjoint LB. Let us collect the

facts we require about Lx/2, following the development of Sattinger for the most

part.

A short calculation shows that

¿f/2" = uxx - 4(1 - 2sech4x)«.

Lemma 4.1. Define y(X) = ^X + 1/4 , Re y > 0. If y ¥= 0, the homogeneous equa-

tion (LB,2 — X)u = 0 has a system of solutions 4>_, 4>+ , >p_, and ^+ (x, X) with the

following asymptotic properties.

$^ = e±yxi\+o(l)),       <¡>'^ = e±yx(±y + o(l))    as x^oo,

xP± = e±yx(\+o(l)),       t|4 = e±yxi±y + o(l))    asx^-cc.

These functions are single-valued analytic functions of X in the complex plane cut from

-00 to -\ along the real axis.

Proof. This is a standard result on the asymptotic behavior of solutions to linear

ODE's. To obtain <j>_, seek a solution of the form <j>_= z_e~yx. Then z_ must satisfy

the equation z" — 2yzl +pz_= 0, where p(x) = ¿sech2 {x. Assuming that z'_-> 0

and z_-> 1 as x -* 00, integrate to get

/•oo /-oo /  1   — e2y(x-í) \

z'_(x) = j   e2yix-s)pz_(s)ds,       z_(x)=\-j      --j-\pz-(s)ds.

Choose xn so that0

/

0 1

pds< -|y|.

Then a bounded solution z_(x) may be obtained on the interval [x0, 00) through

successive approximations. This solution does indeed satisfy z_-> 1, z'_->0 as

x -» 00, yielding the desired behavior for </>_.

To obtain <f>+ , set <f>+ = z+eyx. Then we must have z" +2yz'+ +pz+ = 0. Set

z+ (x0) = 1, z'+ (x0) = 0. Then, integrating,

.x                                                                    rxl 1 — e-2y(x-s) \

z'+ (x) = -     e'2y<x-^pz+ (s) ds,       z+ (x) = 1 - /-\pz+ (s) ds.
X0 X0\ I I
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Our choice of x0 ensures that this last equation may be solved for a bounded z+(x)

by successive approximations on the interval [ x0, oo). This solution has a nonzero

limit as x -» oo, so we normalize z+ , making this limit 1 and obtain <i>+ with the

desired asymptotic properties.

Because of symmetry, we may set ^^(x) = <f>^(-x). Since z+ and z_(x, y) are

obtained by successive approximations, they are analytic in y in the right-half plane.

They are therefore analytic functions of A in the complex plane cut from -oo to - ¿.

Each pair <¡>_,<¡>+ or \¡/_,\p+ clearly forms a basis of solutions to the homogeneous

equation (LB/2 — X)u = 0. Define the Wronskian,

W(X) = <M4 -<W+

(it is independent of x). The homogeneous equation has a bounded solution

precisely when either Re y = 0 or W(X) = 0. If Re y = 0 (so A < - ¿), all solutions

are bounded. If W(X) = 0 but Re y > 0, then </>_ is a multiple of \p+ , which then

spans the set of bounded solutions. Conversely, if Re y > 0 and W(X) ¥= 0, then any

solution bounded as x -» oo is a multiple of <f>_, but <>_= A\¡/_+B\li+ , where A ¥= 0.

So no solution can remain bounded for all x.

Claim. The spectrum of LB/2 on Lp or Cu consists exactly of the zero set of W(X)

plus the interval (-oo,- \]. Clearly, these points are eigenvalues for LB/2 on the

space Cu. If W(X) = 0 and Re y > 0, then the eigenfunction $_(x, X) is in Lp for all

p > 1. If Re y = 0, then all solutions of the homogeneous equation oscillate, and <i>_

is bounded but not in Lp. It is then easy to verify that A is in the approximate point

spectrum of LB/2 on Lp, 1 </? < oo. (Consider the sequence un = j(x/n)<f>_(x),

where j(x) = 0 for | x \> \,j(x) = 1 for | x |< {, and y is smooth.) It will follow from

our analysis below of the resolvent of LB that A is in the resolvent set for LB/2 when

Rey >0 and W(X) ¥= 0.

Lemma 4.2. Let X be a zero of W(X) in the complex plane cut from -oo to - \ along

the real axis. Then (a) A is real and isolated, and (b) A < 0.

Proof, (a) <i>_(x, A) decays exponentially as x -> ± oo, so defining

/oo u(x)v(x)dx,
-00

we have

A(<¡>_, <*>_) = (LB/2<¡>_,<¡>_) = (<¡>_, LB/2<¡>„) = X(<t>_,<¡>_),

so that A = A. W(X) is analytic and not identically zero in C\(-oo, — \], so has

isolated zeros.

(b) The function <i>_(x,0) = ^sech^x is positive. (LBx/2 kills a positive function

because it came from linearization about a monotone traveling wave.) If W(X) = 0

for some X > 0, define

u(x) = ^_(x,A)/<J>_(x,0).

Then since y(A) > y(0), w(x)^0asx^±oo. Also, u satisfies the equation

1 </>l(x,0)
urr + | tanh -x + 2—-—-r | ur — Am = 0.

2 <i>_(*>°)
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By the maximum principle, it follows that u = 0, for u cannot have a positive

maximum (at which uxx < 0, ux = 0, u > 0), nor a negative minimum. (This argu-

ment applies to both real and imaginary parts if u is not real.) This contradicts the

fact u ¥= 0. So W(X) ¥= 0 for A > 0.

We turn now to construct a resolvent formula for LB. Assume that Re y > 0 and

W(X) ¥= 0. The Green's function for A — LB/2 is

Kx/2(x,y,X) =

1

W(X)

1

W(X)

x¡>+(x,X)<t>_(y,X),   forx<y,

<p_(x,X)\p+(y,X),   forx>>\

The resolvent formula for LB/2 is

(A-Lf/2)   /(*) = /   Kx/2(x,y,X)f(y)dy.

Now formally,

(x-L?r {x-LB/2y
w„

W,"1/2 / \ "'1/2

This yields the resolvent formula

{X-LB)'lf(x)= [   Kc(x,y,X)f(y)dy,
•'-oo

where

cosh y/2

Kc(x, y, X) =

1     i   /  \  cosh ex ,

W(Xy + ̂ X> coshx/2 '<t>'(y)  coshcy

1 /   ,   cosh ex       ,    ,   . cosh y/2
-*-(*)„„„i._/i ■^+(y)

for x <y,

for x > y.
if(A) coshx/2    r+v-r/  coshcy

The essential step in proving that A is in the resolvent set for LB on Lp is to prove

that the resolvent formula above yields a bounded operator on Lp. Here is a

well-known sufficient condition that an integral operator be bounded on Lp.

Lemma 4.3. Let A(x, y) be measurable, with ||A(x, -)||ti < Cx independent of x,

and\\Ki-, y)\\L\ < C2 independent ofy. Then the map

/oo K(x,y)f(y)dy
-00

is bounded on Lp, 1 </? < oo, with norm at most C\~x/pC\/,p.

Proof. Using Jensen's inequality and Fubini's theorem, we find

/OO 1    /-OO \p\f   K(x,y)f(y)dy\  dx
-ool   -oo I

/OO    /.OO /   roo \P~ I

/    \f(y)f\K(x,y)\dy[        \K(x,s)\ds)       dx
-oo^-oo v-'-oo /

/•OO /.OO

«er1/ i/(j)r/ iJPU^idx^^cr'Qii/i^.
•'-oo •'-oo

The following estimate is therefore our main tool for describing the resolvent of LB.
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Proposition 4.4. Assume 0 < c < {, Re JX + 1/4 > { - c and W(X)¥=0. Then

(a) ||Ac(x, -, A)||ti «£ C(A) independent of x, and

(b) \\KC(-, y, X)\\L, < C(A) independent ofy.

Proof, (a) Assume x > 0 (the estimate for x < 0 is entirely similar). We estimate

the integral

/oo
\Kc(x,y,X)\dy

separately on the three intervals (-oo,0], [0, x), and [x, oo). On the half Une y < 0,

and for x > 0, we have the estimates

(3.1)

(3.2)

*+(y)
cosh y/2

*-(*)■

cosh cy

cosh ex

C,(A)e(Rei'-(1/2-^,

< C2(X)e'(Key+(X/2-c))x < C2(A).

cosh x/2

Then, since x > 0, these estimates imply

/_>,<*.>.MI*«iBW|   Reï_(1/2_c)-

Now i//+ is a linear combination of </>_ and 4>+ . So for y > 0, we estimate

CXC2 1

(3.3) *+(y)
cosh y/2

cosh cy

Together with the estimate (3.2), this yields

<C3(A)e(Rei,+(|/2-c^.

f\Kc(x,y,X)\dy
C2C3 1

\W(X)\     Re y + (1/2 - c)

Finally, on the half line.y > 0, for x > 0 we estimate

cosh y/2 I
(3.4)

(3.5)

t>-(y)

*+(x)

cosh cy

cosh ex

cosh x/2

which yields our last estimate,

(b) We do the estimate for

<c4ix)e'(Rey-°/2-c»y,

^C5(A)e(Rei'-<1/2"^,

Rey - (1/2 - c) '

/OO
\Kc(x,y,\)\dx

-00

similarly. Assume that y > 0. Then for x < 0, we estimate

cosh ex
(3.6) *+(*) cosh x/2

C6(A)e(Rei'-(1/2-c)>J[
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Together with (3.4), we get (since y > 0)

f  iKcix,y,X)\dx<-^§----±--,.
•'-oo \W(X)\     Rey - (1/2-e)

The estimates (3.4) and (3.5) yield

(y\Kc(x,y,\)\dx
Jo

Finally, (3.2) and (3.3) imply that

C2C3 1

QQ i
\W(X)\     Re y - (1/2-c)

/oo
\Kc(x,y,\)\dx

W(X)\     Rey + (1/2 - c) '

The estimate f or y < 0 is similar.

Remark. Suppose that 0 < c < {. Then Re yA + 1/4 > { - c if and only if

We include the simple proof: RevS" > a > 0 when 2(Re^z)2 = Rez + \z\> 2a2.

Then

(Rez)2 + (Imz)2>(2a2-Rez)2,

so (Im z)2 > 4a4 — 4a2Re z, and

Rez > *-m'-
Now take z = X+ \,a = { — c.

This essentially completes the determination of the resolvent set for LB. To

complete the formal proof that A is in the resolvent set when Rey > { — c and

WiX) ¥= 0, we need to verify that the (bounded) integral operator with kernel

Ac(x, y, X) actually yields the inverse of A — LB on a suitable domain. This

verification is straightforward; we include it for completeness.

The domain of LB on Lp is the set of C1 functions u with absolutely continuous

first derivative such that u, «', and u" are in Lp. (On C„, require u', u" in Cu.) Given

finLp, define

/oo Kc(x,y,\)f(y)dy.
-00

To show that G is a right inverse for A — LB, we must show that u = Gf is in the

domain of LB and that (A — LB)u= f. We may write

W(\)^u(x) = *+(x)f *J^f(y)dy + *Xx)r*+^f(y)dy.
wc -A 00 Wc Jx Wc

Clearly w(x) is absolutely continuous, so may be differentiated almost everywhere.

We calculate

W(X) WV2     Vf    s

wc     I

i-x        W, /-, /-oo        VV, /9

= *'+(x)J   $_-^f(y)dy + V_(x)j  ^+^f{y)dy,   a.e.
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Now it is clear that «' is absolutely continuous. One may verify that u' is in Lp using

the proof of Proposition 3.4, for ^'+ and <i>l have the same asymptotic properties as

\¡/+ and <£_.

Differentiating again, we find

W(X)l^u)"(x) = -W(\)^f(x) + r+ (x)f t-^Ay) dy
\     wc        I c -oo c

rtx> VV, /-,

+<t>'_'(x)      ^+^f(y)dy,   a.e.
J X wc

Since 4>_ and t]/+ are eigenfunctions of LB/2, we get

[\-LBx/2)—í-u= —*-f,    a.e.
v l/2/   wc wc

Therefore (A — LB)u = f a.e., hence in Lp. This implies that u is in the domain of

Lf. So G is a right inverse for X — LB on Lp.

To show G is a left inverse for A — Lf on its domain, it suffices to show that

A — Lf is one to one. (For then if u is in the domain, and / = (A — LB)u, we have

(A — Lf )(G/ — u) = 0, so G/= u.) But if A — Lf is not one-to-one, there exists v in

its domain with (A — LB)v = 0. Then v" is absolutely continuous, so v is in C2 and

Lp. Since A is not an eigenvalue and Rey > { — c, one may show that v must be

zero.

Remark. In the discussion above we needed to know that if A is in the resolvent

set for Lf, then id/dx\X — LB)"' is a bounded operator on Lp. This is actually

quite a general fact for the second-order systems considered in Sattinger (1976).

Also, in our treatment we did not follow Sattinger in pursuing resolvent estimates

asymptotically for large |A|. Estimates such as he requires (see Sattinger (1976),

Lemma 3.4(h)) are automatically valid for the class of second order (matrix)

differential operators he considers. We defer a discussion of these issues to the

Appendix.

Only one fact remains to be proved in this section.

Proposition 4.5. For 0 < c < {, the eigenvalue 0 is a simple eigenvalue for LB on

L»iandCu).

Proof. We must show that the associated projection operator on Lp,

is one dimensional. (Here Y is a smooth closed curve in the region Re y > { — c

enclosing the origin.)

First, observe that the kernel of LB is one dimensional. (If LBu = 0, where u is in

the domain of Lf, then u" is absolutely continuous, so u is in C2 and Lp, hence is a

multiple of <i>_.) We claim that the quasinilpotent Dc associated with the eigenvalue

zero,

is actually zero. This suffices to show that P has one-dimensional range.
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We argue as follows: First consider the case c = { on the Hilbert space Lr. The

operator LB/2 is then actually selfadjoint, and one obtains Dx/2 = 0 on L2 (we cite

Kato (1976), V. 3.5-6). But then we may write

1      r     rx

A:/(*)=^-/f/   Kc(x,yJ)f(y)dydt
¿wl Jr •'-oo

w, r     r°° vv, ,-,

(x)2^/?/_   Kx/2(x,y,n^1f(y)dyd^ = 0,
Wx/2 ¿7TUT

for any/in C0°°(R). But Dc is bounded on Lp, so Dc = 0. Therefore, the eigenvalue 0

is simple.

5. Weighted estimates of the shock profile. The /c-shock profile <?(£; e) obtained

from Foy (1964) when Xk(u)is genuinely nonlinear is a solution of the equation

(Here s = XkiuR) + {e, and, for convenience, uR = 0 = fiuR).) For each e, <i>(£; e)

is in the stable manifold at 0 for this equation. We need the following estimate, for

the l-shock profile in particular (see the end of §2):

Proposition. Fix c < { positive. Then there exists a constant K, such that if e is

sufficiently small,

sup|<í)(|;e)|<EAe-"í.

£

Proof. From Foy's proof, $(£; e) = {e^({e^ e)> where

i//(x; e) = (1 - tanh |xK(0) + ef(x; e)

and

sup   |f(jc;e)|<C.
xGR

0<E<E0

We will show that

sup|t//(x;e)|<Ae-2"
X

(independent of e). \p satisfies the equation

(5.1) ^ = A^ + F*(t)

where

= f(e*/2) - df(0)et/2

(e/2)2

and

A* = diag{iX,(0)-s)/{E,i=\,...,m).

Then A£^ = -1 and 0 = Fe(0) = dF\0). Also, d2Fe(v) = d2f(ev).

Our proof follows a standard proof of the existence of the stable manifold based

on solving an integral equation by successive approximations (Coddington and

Levinson (1955), p. 330).
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In block form, write

where A1 is diagonal with negative eigenvalues, A2 is diagonal with positive eigenval-

ues. Choose c < { positive. Then if e is small enough, there is a a > 0 so that

|t/1(T)|<e-<2c+o)T,     forr>0,

\U2(r)\<ear, forT<0.

Fixing a E Rm, we consider the integral equation

(5.2) 0(t, a) = Ux(r - T)a + f Ux(t - s)Fe(6(s, a)) ds
JT

/oo U2(t- s)Fe(0(s,a))ds.

The following Lipschitz estimate holds for Fe. If 16X |, 1021< 8, then

\F*(0X) - Fe(62) < sup dF(6)\\0x - 62\< MS\6X - 02\ ,

where M is a bound for d2fin a neighborhood of 0.

Therefore, restrict 8 and a so that 2\a\< 8 and AfS(l/a + l/(2c + a)) < {. We

solve (5.2) by successive approximations: set 6°(t, a) = 0. Then 8x(t, a) =

Ux(r — T)a, and

\6x(T,a)-60\<e'2^-T'\a\.

By induction, we show that

\e'+x(T,a)-0'\^\a\e-2^-T^2'1.

Indeed,

\6i+x(t, a) - 8'\< fe-(2c+°^s)(M8\a\e-2c<s-T) ■ 2'l+x) ds

+ re^-s){M8\a\e'2^-T) ■ 2'l+x) ds
A-

= M8\a\ 2"l+ ' ( e'2c(T- JVOTjVs ds + e"T+2cTf° e'(2c+a)s ds )

< M8\a\e'2^-T)i- + -^—■)2'l+x <\a\e'2^-T^ 2'!.
\o      2c + o I

Therefore 6' converges uniformly to 6(t, a) with

(5.3) \6(t, a)\<2\a\e'2c(T~T)   forr^T.

This 0 is a solution of (5.1) and 6(T, a) has a special form: 0j(T, a) = aj if j < k.

What is more, B(t, a) is the unique solution of (5.1) with 6j(T) = aj for j «£ k so

6 -* 0 as t -» oo (here we apply the stable manifold theorem). What we have shown

is that the size of the neighborhood in the proof of the stable manifold theorem on
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which the estimate (5.3) holds does not shrink to zero as e -» 0. Instead, this estimate

holds whenever

M<f<(4A/(i
1

2c + o-

Now \¡/(t; e) = (\ — tanhT/2)/^ + ef(r; e), where |f |< C independent of e. Thus if

e0 is sufficiently small, say e0 < 8/4C, then there exists a fixed T so that

\4>(T;e)\<8/2,    foralle<£0.

Since t//(T)^0asT^oo, this implies that \¡/(t) = 6(t, \p(T)) by the stable manifold

theorem (for e fixed). Therefore,

|^(T;e)|<(r5e2cT)e-2cT,    for all e < e0 and r > T.

Since \f/(r, e) is bounded, there exists K such that

|^(t, e) |< Ae"2cT,    for alle < e0 and t real.

6. The resolvent equation for t'c. We proceed to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1

by showing that if A ¥= 0 lies exterior to a suitable sector strictly contained in the

left-half plane, then A is in the resolvent set for £'c; i.e., the solution operator to the

resolvent equation (£'c — X)u = f is a bounded operator on (Lp)™ (or (Cu)™). We

introduce some convenient notation for the components of t'c in block form (see §2).

L\ = wcLxwc'x, Nx = wcMxecx,

xMw:x,        L  =

Also set

Then

Lf:
Li

N=e-

wcLBwc'x,

xLec

*LV

Rxczx = -Wc[RWzx]x,

Rcz = -e'cx[(<l>BÄ + eR)ecxz]x.

t: =
Lf + eR\ Ncx

LTC + RC

The operators Rxc, Rc, and Ñc are first order differential operators with smooth,

uniformly bounded coefficients as e -> 0. Provided c <{, the same is true for Nx

because of the result of the previous section,

sup|t/'(x; e)e2cx|< K   independent of e.
X

Consider the resolvent equation, for A G C,/ G (Lp)q or (Cu)™:

LB + sR\

At lT + r-x

Fix ß with 0 < ß < c(\ - c) and a, 0 < a < tr/2, so that the only point in Sa(-ß)

(see §3) in the spectrum of LB is the point A = 0. Choose r, 0 < r < ß, and delete

from the right-facing sector Sa(-ß) the disk of radius r centered at the origin,

obtaining a region

% = Sa(-ß)\{X E C||A|< r)       (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The set %

Claim. If e is sufficiently small, a < tr/2 may be chosen (depending on e) so that

9a is contained in the resolvent set of t'c.

Proof. (1) There exists Cx so that \\R\(LB - X)'x\\ < C, for all A in % (For this

we require some asymptotic control on ||(Lf — A)"'|| and \\(d/dx)(LB — A)~'|| as

| A. | —* oo in Sa(-ß). The necessary estimates, proved in detail on Cu, are found in the

Appendix.)

(2) For e < 1/2C,, the operator

LB + eRxc-X=[l + eRxc(LB-X)-l](LB-X)

is invertible for all A in 9a, with norm

ii^-Ar'u^Lf-Ar'ii.
(3) For A in <$a and e < 1/2C, we may eliminate Ñc from the resolvent equation,

obtaining

L'-A Nx

0 (i+Q(l:-X)-1)(l:-X)

where Q = Rc - ÑC(LXC - X)'XNX.

(4) There exists C2 so that for all A in %

\i)      \f-K(Lxc xrv1 f\

\\ñc{l\-\)-\<c2.

(5) Apply Proposition 3.1 for each component of Lf. There exists e0 > 0 so that if

e < £0, we may find a < 7r/2 so for all A G l3>a,

\\Nx{LTc-X)-\\<\/4C2   and   \\Q{Ltc - \)'\ < 1/2.

Therefore, we may immediately solve for z, obtaining the estimate

||z-||<2||(Lf-A)"1||(||/|| + C2||/1||).

Then z1 is determined by

zx = {L\-X)-\fx-Nxz)
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and since

z = (Ll-X)-lB(f-Ñc(Lxc-X)-{fx),

where B = (I + Q(LTC - X)'x)'x, so \\B\\ =£ 2, we find (using (5) to estimate Nxz)

that

llz'H < 2||(Lf - A)"'||(||/'|| + ^-(||/H + C2||/'||)).

This establishes the claim above, showing the ^P0 is in the resolvent set of £'c.

To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1, it remains only to show that inside the disk

|A|<r, the spectrum of t'c consists solely of a simple eigenvalue at the origin.

Consider two projections P0 and Pe defined on (Lp)q or (CJ™ by

in block form, where

Here the integration is taken in the positive sense around a circle Y centered at the

origin with radius r, r < r < ß. From the theory for Lf in §4, P0 is a one-dimen-

sional projection.

Claim. If e is sufficiently small, then \\Pe — P0\\ < 1.

This implies that Pe is one dimensional. But £', hence &'c, has an eigenvalue at 0,

since £'<i>£ = 0. The point zero is therefore the only point inside the circle of radius r

in the spectrum of &'c.

The proof of this claim is straightforward, using the resolvent estimates we have

developed. For A on T, /in (Lp)^, let

(í)=(6í-x)(/)' zB=^-xyifi-

Then it suffices to show that given 8 > 0, then for e sufficiently small,

11*11 < «U/H    and    \\zl-zB\\<8\\f\\

for all A on I\ The first inequality is clearly guaranteed by our previous estimate for

z and the resolvent estimates for Lf (Proposition 3.1). For the second, consider z1 in

more detail:

zx = (LB-X)-l[l + eRc(LB-X)-]]-1

•;/■-Ac■(Lf-A)-,Jf3(/-Àc(L^-A)-,/,)]•

By Proposition 3.1, we can make HA^Lf — A)~'|| as small as we like by choosing e

sufficiently small, and we can also achieve

||[/ + e/?'c(Lf-A)-,]"1-/||<iô,
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from which we may extract the second estimate. So the claim holds, completing the

proof of Theorem 2.1.

Appendix. Resolvent estimates in weighted norm for certain parabolic systems.

Here we develop an abstract treatment of some resolvent estimates which were

required in the theory of asymptotic orbital stability of traveling waves developed by

Sattinger (1976). For the class of operators and spaces with scalar weights consid-

ered by Sattinger, we show that the asymptotic estimates he required hold automati-

cally, so need not be separately checked. Similar estimates are commonly developed

for parabolic operators in unweighted spaces in the theory of fractional powers of

sectorial operators, which are generators of analytic semigroups (a good reference is

Henry, (1981)). Our treatment is self-contained, and proceeds in the spirit of

perturbation theory for operators generating quasi-bounded semigroups. At the end

of this section we prove a result involving matrix weights, validating the estimates

for our operator £' on the spaces (C„)™ considered in the main body of this paper.

Let us describe the estimates involved. Consider an operator

Lu = Puxx + Mix)ux + N(x)u,

where u(x) G Rm, P is a positive definite matrix, diagonal for simplicity, and A/(x)

and Nix) are bounded uniformly continuous matrix-valued functions. Let w(x) be a

given scalar weight function. L will be considered as an operator on the weighted

space

Bw= {M:R->Rm|w(x)w(x)is bounded and uniformly continuous},

with domain

%L) = {uEBw\ux and uxx are inBw).

The space Bw is equipped with the norm

||«||w = maxsup|w(x)w'(x)| .
< X

We also define a norm

INL.1 = ll«L + ll«X-
The weight function w(x) should satisfy

(i) w(x) > 1 for allx;

(ii) supj 1 - w(x + r)/w(x)|-» 0 as t -> 0.

In Sattinger's framework, L was obtained by linearizing about a given traveling

wave of a nonlinear parabolic system. Condition (i) above is explicit, and (ii)

implicit, in Sattinger's analysis. Condition (ii) ensures that the shift u(x) -» m(x + t)

is a bounded operator on Bw, continuous in t, and implies that w(x) is continuous

and grows only exponentially as | x |-> oo. The use of spaces of uniformly continuous

functions is also implicit in Sattinger's work.

The second proposition below contains the estimate Sattinger requires in his

Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 4.1. The first proposition simply states that -L is a

sectorial operator in the sense of Henry (1981) or w-sectorial in the sense of Kato

(1976).
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Proposition A.l. The operator L on Bw with domain ty(L) is a closed, densely

defined operator. For some a, ß real, with 0 < a < tr/2, the sector

Saß= {\GC|Re(A- ß)> -cosa\X- ß\)

is in the resolvent set ofL, and for any such sector Saß,

(A.l) ll(A-L)-'/|L<Ca/i||/L/|A-/?|

forallXESaR,fEBw.

Proposition A.2. For any X in the resolvent set of L, d/dx ° (A — L)~x is a

bounded operator on Bw, and for any sector Saß contained in the resolvent set of L,

(A.2) ||(A-L)-7lL,,< "L/2\\f\L

forallXESaB,fEBw.

Our approach to the proofs will be as follows: First we verify (A.l) for the scalar

operator u -» uxx, then (A.l) is valid for the diagonal operator u -* Puxx. We then

establish the result for L by treating the lower order terms by perturbation

arguments. The same procedure is used for Proposition A.2.

Our analysis begins with a study of the translation group U(t) acting on Bw by

(U(t)u)(x) = u(x + t).

Lemma A.3. U(t) is a strongly continuous, quasi-bounded group, meaning that for

some constants M and b,

(A.3) ||t/(0"IL<A/e^|NL.

The infinitesimal generator of ¡Jit) is the operator Du = ux, with domain

%D)={uEBw\uxEBw).

The resolvent set of D includes the set of X E C with | Re A |> b, and for such X we have

the estimate

(A.4) ||(A - D)-'«|L < M\\u\\J\Re A| -b.

In order to carry out the proof, we first estimate the weight.

Claim. There exist constants M and b such that

(A.5) supw(x + t)/w(x) < Mem   for all t.
X

Proof. Using property (ii) satisfied by w(x), we may find e > 0 and b > 0 so that

(A.6) sup supw(x + t)/w(x) = ebc.
|/|*e     x

Given any real t, we may write t = ne + t, where « is an integer and 111< e. Since

w(x +7'e)/w(x + (/ — l)e) < ebe for anyy, we obtain

w(x + /)/w(x) < (efce)M -ebe ^ Me** ,

where M = e2bc. So the claim (A.5) is established.
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Proof of Lemma A.3. The claim above implies the estimate (A.3). For u E Bw, let

us verify strong continuity:

sup|w(x)(«(x + t) — m(x))|< sup|(w(x) — w(x + t))u(x + t)\
X x

+ sup I w(x + t)u(x + t) — w(x)w(x)| .
x

The second term tends to zero as t -> 0 because wu(x) is uniformly continuous, and

the first term tends to zero because wu(x + t) is bounded and

sup11 - w(x)/w(x + t)\-> 0   asi->0.
X

Consider the operator Du = ux. It is not hard to show that ty(D) is dense in Bw.

We claim that, if Re A > b, then A — D is invertible, with

(A.7) (X-D)'lf=      e'x'U(t)fdt,       fEBw.

Indeed, letting v denote the right-hand side, we have

/•oo A4

IML <jf   e-'ReX • Meb'dt\\f\\w<ReX_b\\f\\w.

Also,

Jr00     , ,    r00
e'x'f(x + t)dt = eXx\   e'x'f(t)dt,

0 Jx

so v is differentiable and Xv — vx= f, so v is in the domain of D. Therefore X — Dis

invertible on Bw and (A.7) holds.

When Re A < -b, a similar analysis holds with (A.7) replaced by

(A.8) (A-/>)-'/= f°V't/(0M-
•'o

The identities (A.7) and (A.8) imply that D is the infinitesimal generator of the

group U(t), but we will not use this fact. Refer to Kato (1976) for the details.

Proof of Proposition A.l for L>2. The domain of the operator D2 is

^}(D2) = {uEBw\uxanduxxareinBw}.

Consider the resolvent equation for D2:

(X-D2)u=f.

Write A = y2, Re y > 0. Then A - D2 = (y - D)(y + D), and if Re y > b, then ±y

is in the resolvent set of D, so

u = (X-D2ylf=(y + D)'\y-D)'if

and

ll"IL<M2||/|L/(Rey-o)2.

So the resolvent set of D2 includes the region Rev/Ä > b, which is "exterior" to the

parabola Re \/A = b. This region contains a sector Saß, where ß > b2, 0 < a < m/2.

Let SaR now denote any sector in the resolvent set of L>2, with 0 < a < it/2. We seek
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to show (A.l) holds. The resolvent is uniformly bounded in any compact subset of

Saß, so we need only verify (A.l) for |A| sufficiently large. It suffices to prove the

following

Claim. There exist constants C and c so that if A G Saß and | A |> C, then

(ReyX -bf>c\X- ß\.

For the proof, first choose a, 0 < à < a, and pick C > 21 ß | so large that if A G Saß

and |A|>C, then A G S50, i.e., arg A < w — â. Since the set Rev^A =2b is a

parabola, we may inflate C so that if A G Saß and |A|> C, then Re^JX > 2o. We

also have arg^A =£ (v — &)/2, so it follows that (Re\/Â — b)/\\/X\ has a positive

infimum c, for A G Saß, | A |> C. Then

(Re{x -o)2>c,|A|

and since C > 2\ß\, \X\> c3\X — ß\ for |A|> C, c3 > 0, and the claim follows.

Hence Proposition A.l is established for the operator D2.

Now Proposition A.l is valid for pD2, p > 0, by a simple scaling argument. We

may separately analyze each component of the resolvent equation for PD2,

(A — PD2)u =/, where P is a positive definite diagonal matrix, and find that

Proposition A. 1 is valid for this operator as well.

Our treatment of the lower order terms of L is based on the notion of relative

boundedness of closed operators, and on a Landau-Kolmogorov inequality for

generators of bounded semigroups (a recent reference is Chernoff, 1979).

Definition (cf. Kato (1976)). Let A and B be operators on a Banach space, with

^(B) D ty(A). B is said to be ^-bounded with bound c0 if for any c> cQ, there

exists C so that for all vE^A),

\\Bv\\ < C\\v\\ + c\\Av\\.

Lemma A.4. Let M and b be given from Lemma A.3. Thenforanyu E tf)(D2),

M o
(A.9)     \\(D-b)u\\w^T\\(D-b)2u\\w+(M+\)X\\u\\w   forallX>0,

(A.10)        \\(D-b)u\\l <C0\\(D-b)2u\\Ju\\w   for some constant C0.

Corollary. D is D2-bounded with bound 0 on Bw.

Proof. For A > 0,

\\(X-(D-b)Yl\\<M/X.

For m G fyfD2), we may write

(A + D - b)u = (X - (D - b))'\X2 -(D- bf)u,

so

H(D - b)u\\w < A|ML + x(*2NL + \\(D - b)2u\\w),

yielding (A.9). Put A = (||(L> - b)2u\\w/\\u\\Jx/1 to obtain (A.10). For the corollary

argue as follows: D is (D — o)-bounded, since

\\Du\\K<\\(D-b)u\\K + b\\w\\w.
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By (A.9), (D-b) is (D - 6)2-bounded with bound 0. Finally, (D - b)2 is D2-

bounded, for

||(Z> - bfu\\w < \\D2u\\w + 2b\\iD - b)u\\w + b2\\u\\w

< \\D2u\\w + 2o(e||(D - bfu\\w + C(e)||«||J + b2\\u\\w.

Taking e sufficiently small, we find

(A.ll) \\iD - bfu\\w< c\\D2u\\w + C\\u\\w.

Then D is clearly £>2-bounded with bound 0.

Proof of Proposition A.l. Let Lu = Puxx + Mix)ux + Nix)u, and let L0u =

Puxx, Bu = Mix)ux + Nix)u. Since Af(x) and N(x) are bounded matrices, B is

D-bounded, i.e.,

l|AC<c||«X+C|ML   ioruE^iD).

Applying the previous corollary, B is D2-bounded with bound 0, hence L0-bounded

with bound 0. But then L0 is L-bounded, for

l|£0«L < \\Lu\\w + \\Bu\\w < \\Lu\\w + e\\L0u\\w + C(e)||«||w,

and if e < 1 we obtain ||L0MIL ̂ cil^"IL + CHuH^. Hence B is L-bounded with

bound 0.

Fix a sector Saß with 0 < a < ir/2. If A G Saß and | A | is sufficiently large, X — L0

is invertible and (A.l) holds for L0. Rewrite (A.l) in the equivalent form,

(A.12) IML<7TtÍ^II(a-¿)«IL   forMG6D(L).

We claim that (A.12) holds for A in Saß if | A | is sufficiently large. For u E ^(L),

||(A - L0)«||w < ||(A - L)u\\w + \\Bu\\w < ||(A - L)u\\w + e\\Lu\\w + C(e)\\u\\w

<(l+e)||(A-L)M|L + (|A|e+C(£))||M|L.

Now (A.12) holds for L0 for some constant Caß. Fix e < l/4Ca^. Then if |A| is

sufficiently large,

^|(|A|e+C(e))<I,

and we have

"{X-L)u\\w+-\\\u\\ii-iiw - |X — /3|MV '"»"      21

for | A | sufficiently large, yielding (A.12). So Proposition A.l is established.

Proof of Proposition A.2. Define the operators L, L0, and B as above. Let us

show that if A is in the resolvent set of L, then D(A — L)"1 is a bounded operator on

Bw. Observe that since D is D2-bounded with bound 0, and L0 is L-bounded, it
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follows that D is L-bounded with bound 0. Then, since range (A — L)~x = ^(L) C

ty(D), we have, for any/ G Bw,

\\D(X - L)-Xf\\w < e||L(A - L)~Xf\\w + C\\(X - L)~lf\\w

< c||/IL + (c|X| +C)||(X - L)-'/L < C(A)||/||W.

Let us now assume that (A.2) holds for the operator L0 for | A | sufficiently large, A in

any given sector Saß, 0 < a < m/2, and show that it holds for L if | A | is sufficiently

large. Rewrite (A.l) in the equivalent form,

(A.13) HiilL + \\Du\\w < "f„/2ll(A - L)u\\w,

for u E <$(L), A G Safl, \ X | sufficiently large. Now

||(A - L0)u\L ^ ||(A - L)u\\w + \\Bu\\w < ||(A - L)u\\w + C(||«|| + ||Z)ii||).

Since (A.13) is assumed to hold for L0, we therefore have

(ll«IL + \\Du\\w)\x - j^L) ^ ¡^¡TTilKX - L)uL.

Therefore, if | A | is sufficiently large, (A. 13) holds for L as well, perhaps with a larger

constant C'aß.

The last step in our proof is to establish (A.13) for the operator D2. By

considering each component separately, it will follow immediately that (A.13) is

valid for the diagonal operator L0. Our approach is to use the Landau-Kolmogorov

inequality (A.10), along with the sectorial estimate (A.12) for D2.

Fix any sector Saß. Then for A in this sector, |A| sufficiently large, X — D2 is

invertible and (A.12) holds. Recall from (A.l 1) that (Z) - bf is L>2-bounded. Using

(A.10), we find that for u G ^(D2),

\\(D - b)u\\l < C0\\u\\w(c\\D2u\\„ + C\\u\\w).

Now \\D2u\\w < ||(A - L>2)«|L + I A|||h|L, so, estimating ||ii||w via (A.12), we obtain

\\(D-b)u\\2w<-^^^c+ic\X\+C)j}^iyx-D2)u\\l.

Therefore, for | A | sufficiently large,

(A.14) ||(Z) - b)u\\w < —%7ill(A - D2)u\\w.
\X- ß\x/2

Now D is (D — o)-bounded, and we have

\\u\\w + \\Du\\w*z\\(D-b)u\\w + (b+\)\\u\\w.

Using (A.14) and (A.12), we obtain (A.13) for D2 for all A G Saß with | A | sufficiently

large. This concludes the proof of Proposition A.2.

We conclude this section with some brief remarks about matrix-valued weight

functions which show that our operator £' of (1.6) satisfies the estimates (A.l) and

(A.2), at least on the spaces (C„)™/2 for e sufficiently small. Consider a smooth
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matrix function W(x) which is diagonal for all x for simplicity, with Wu(x) > 0 for

each i. Define the weighted space

.B(f.= {M:R->Rm| Wu(x) is bounded and uniformly continuous},

with norm

\\u\\w= maxsup|WA(x)M,.(x)|.
' X

For example, if Wxx(x) = cosh ex and W^x) = e'cx for j > 1, then Bw = (CJ™.

The theory of this appendix does not apply in Bw; e.g., multiplication by a constant,

nondiagonal matrix M need not be a bounded operator in Bw. However, in special

circumstances the estimates (A.l) and (A.2) may hold if the weight W(x) may be

used to define a similarity transformation which takes the operator under considera-

tion to a "nice" operator acting on the unweighted space (Cu)m.

Let L be an operator on Bw,

Lu = Puxx + M(x)ux + N(x)u,

where P is a positive definite diagonal matrix, and M and N are smooth bounded

matrix-valued functions. Define an operator on (Cu)m by

Lwv = WLW'xv = Pvxx + M(x)vx + Ñ(x)v.

Now M(x) and Ñ(x), in general, are not bounded functions of x, but suppose they

are. (This is the case of interest in this paper, where Lw corresponds to £'c, cf. (2.4).)

Then the results of this appendix apply for Lw on the space (Cu)m, yielding (A.l)

and (A.2) for Lw. Consider the equivalent formulations (A.12) and (A.13). Then

(A.12) holds immediately for L on Bw. Given any u Etf)(L), then v = Wu is in

^)(LW), and

INI* = NU < [x-ZTjlKX - WLW'x)v\\x = |T^8|II(X - LM\w

To verify (A.13), observe that

WDu = Dv- WxW'xv.

Require that sup^ | WxW~x(x) |< C < oo. (This is valid for the weights we have used

in this paper.) Then

INI* + \\d»\\w< 0 + C)NL + Halloo < C* 11/2 IK* - Lw)v\\x
\\ — p\

Supplement. Marginal stability on unweighted spaces. Here we show, using Theo-

rem 1.1, that the linearized operator £' for the weak l-shock profile has no unstable

eigenvalues. More precisely and more generally

Theorem. For e > 0 sufficiently small, the resolvent set of £' on the unweighted

space (Cu)m (also (Lp)m) includes all complex X exterior to the sector Sa(- \e2ß) of

Theorem 1.1 and exterior to some parabolic region Pc= {A|ReA< -C(ImA)2}

which lies in the left-half plane but includes the origin.
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For the proof, it is enough to show that £' has no eigenvalues in the region

described. This is due to a characterization of the essential spectrum (spectrum aside

from isolated points of finite multiplicity) that may be found in Henry (1981). Let

A+ = dfiuR) — s,A_= dfiuL) — s, and form the sets

S± = (A G C | det(-T2 - irA± - X) = 0 for some real t} .

Then 5+ US_ is contained in the essential spectrum, but the connected component

of C\(5+ US_) which is unbounded to the right is devoid of essential spectrum.

Note that here, any A G S± is of the form

ReA = -T2,       ImX = t(XjÍurl) — s)    for somej = I,.. .,m.

so S+ US_ is contained in a parabolic region {A G C | Re A =£ -C(Im A)2} for some

C> 0. Now suppose A G C\(Sa(- \e2ß) U Pc) and A is an eigenvalue, so (£' - A)*

= 0 for some function ^(x) in Dom(£'). (Therefore ^ is bounded and smooth.) It

will be convenient not to scale the independent variable, so for 0 < c < {, we let

Ml
Wc(x)£' = wM'W;

Mr     Lr

cosh ecx/2 0

o        e-««/z

We claim that Wßr is bounded, so that A is an eigenvalue of t'c, contradicting

Theorem 1.1.

Step 1. We claim \e'scx/2^(x)\< const, x < 0. We apply standard theorems on

asymptotic behavior of solutions of linear ODE's (Coddington and Levinson 1955).

As x -» -oo, ¥ is asymptotic to a solution of uxx — A_ux — Xu = 0, i.e.,

*(x) = e^r + o(\))    and    *'(x) = p_e<iX(r + o(l)),

where (/x2 — p_A_ — X)r = 0 and Re/x_s* 0. In this case, p_ is of the form 2/x_ =

(Xj(uL) — s) + ((Xj(uL) — s)2 + A)1/2 for somej. For A "exterior" to S_, we have

Re((Xj(uj) - s)2 + A)1/2 > Xj(uL) - s, so Re ii_> Xx(uL) - s. Recall that s =

Xx(uR) + {e, vA, • rx(uR) = 1, and uL = uR + erx + 0(e2), so Re/x.s* {e — 0(e2).

For e small, we then must have Re p_ — ec/2 > 0, so the claim holds.

Step 2. We claim \e*cx/2yx |< const, x > 0. A different argument is needed here.

In block form, * = (*', 3r), and

[L\ - A)[cosh ecx/2 <fix] = -Mx[e'ecx/H].

The right side is bounded, from Step 1. By the construction of the resolvent of t'c in

§6, A is in the resolvent set of L\ if A ¥= 0 is exterior to Sa(-e2ß/4). Therefore we may

find O in Dom(L[), so bounded, with

(Lxc-X)$ = -Mx[e'ccx/2^].

Hence

(Lx0 - X)[*x - sech ecx/2 $] = 0.

The expression in brackets is bounded, so has asymptotic behavior ell+x(l + o(l)) as

x -» + oo, where (since Xx(uR) — s = -e/2)

p2++p+e/2-X = 0,       Rep+^0,
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so jti+ = -e/4 — ((e/4)2 + A)1/2. Since A is exterior to S+ , Rep+ < -e/2, so

Re ju+ +ec/2 < 0, and the claim follows.
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